
CAVA+
Accessories & options for fume Hood control



sAsH position sensor (sps)
the sash position sensor (sps) reports the open face area of the fume hood by measuring the sash location. 

cavatm uses the sps measurement to adjust the exhaust airflow based upon the measured sash opening. 

sideWAll VelocitY sensor (sVs)
the sidewall Velocity sensor (sVs) reports face velocity to cavatm by measuring the differential pressure 

between the fume hood and the laboratory. cavatm uses the sVs measurement to adjust the exhaust to 

meet the required face velocity. 

HYBrid sensinG (sps & sVs)
Hybrid sensing utilizes both sps and sVs technologies to deliver calculated exhaust control with measured face 

velocity. once the exhaust flow adjusts for a sash position change, the sidewall sensor reads the measured 

face velocity and cavatm will adjust for the face velocity, if necessary. Hybrid sensing combines the speed 

of response obtained with sash position sensing along with real-time face velocity measurement of sidewall 

sensing. it also provides the increased reliability by having two separate sensors working simultaneously. 

Sash Position Sensor

Sidewall Velocity 
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fume Hood presence sensor (fps)
the fume Hood presence sensor (fps) detects user movement in the vicinity of the fume hood and sends a 

signal to cavatm. Based on the signal, cavatm responds by adjusting to a configurable fume hood mode. the 

fps boasts a low profile and allows for an adjustable coverage pattern.

fume Hood VAlVe module (fVm)
the fume Hood Valve module (fVm) works directly with cavatm to accurately meet the required exhaust 

airflow and fume hood face velocity. in addition, the fVm delivers real-time airflow device information to 

cavatm for display and communication over cAnbus. 

specificAtions
see the latest information located in the product submittal available at www.AntecControls.com

Presence Sensor
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at Antec Controls by Price. Therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.
Consult your Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information. Not all products may be

available in all geographic areas. All goods described in this document are warranted as described in the Limited Warranty.
 The complete product catalog can be viewed online at AntecControls.com
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